In their hearts, computers, smartphones, and other mobile devices are simply quantifying information and sewing it together however we tell them to. But these devices aren't mere objects; they are the nervous system for a networked world. Their effects are broad, deep, and often quite difficult to discern, extending far off the desktop into our everyday lives.
Inside these networked devices are simply algorithms that are trying to make the kinds of decisions that humans find difficult. The algorithms themselves might not be new. But their domain most certainly is: everything from the way that elevators arrive to the way large content is distributed, and then, of course, there's Google, and the stock market. More and more of our everyday experiences have algorithms folded deep inside them. And fewer and fewer of those algorithms have human supervision integrated into their operations. With the emergence of the "Internet of Things" and as optical networks increasingly rely on complex algorithms to perform functions such as impairment mitigation in a software-defined transceiver or routing and resource allocation in a software-defined network, the impact of algorithms on the future of optical networking is profound. This is a tour, investigation, interrogation, and future vision of what these algorithms are, how they function, where they live, and what they'll become. It raises questions about this new form of physics; not just the physics of information, networking or finance, but of culture at large.
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